<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAI Jury Report on World Cup Control Line Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition (name, date and country)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes (F2A, F2B, F2C or F2D)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Full names, nationalities and addresses of FAI jury members (family names in capital letters)** | **1.** Valeriy KRAMARENKO (Ukraine) - FAI jury President, c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV  
**2.** Karlis PLOCINS (Latvia) - jury member, Contact: Karlis.Plocins@latcaa.gov.lv  
**3.** Igor BURLAK (Ukraine) - jury member, c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV |
| **Full names and nationalities of F2B judges (family names in capital letters)** | **1.** Leonid KHIMICH (Ukraine) Ukraine Aeromodelling Federation Av. Peremogi 12, of 160, 1135 KYIV  
**2.** Yevgeniy GALIULLIN (Russia) Volokolamskoye sh. 88, apt. 214, Bdg 8 MOSCOW 123362  
**3.** Volodymyr KOSTIKOV (Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV  
**4.** Volodymyr KASHEVEROV (Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV  
**5.** Volodymyr LITVINENKO(Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV |
| **Full names and nationalities of F2C judges (family names in capital letters)** | **1.** Viktor ONUFRIYENKO (Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV  
**2.** Vasilii PROKOFJEV (Latvia) Lapenu Kolonije 34, Riga, Latvia LV-1013, +37126468517. vp.prokofjev@gmail.com  
**3.** Volodymyr FEDAN (Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV |
| **Full names and nationalities of F2D judges (family names in capital letters)** | **1.** Olexiy MATUSEVICH (Ukraine)  c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine, 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV  
**2.** Volodymyr SIDORENKO (Russia) Volokolamskoye sh. 88, apt. 214, Bdg 8 MOSCOW 123362  
**3.** Mykola VASILKOV (Ukraine) c/o Fed. Of Aeromodeling Sport of Ukraine 27, Industrialna str., 03056 KYIV |
| **Schedule of the competition** | May 19:  9-00  -  20-00  
May 20:  9-00  -  17-30 |
| **Weather during the competition** | Wind 2-3 m/s |
| **Local rules or deviations from Sporting Code** | No |
| **Unusual organization occurrences (withdrawal of a judge, interruption or delays, cancellation of a flight, incident or accident)** | No |
| **Protests** | 1 protest - satisfied |
| **Issue of results (confirm that the organizer provide the results with full names, nationalities and identification of the juniors)** | Yes |

Date and signature of the President of the FAI Jury : ................................. V. KRAMARENKO
FAl Jury:

President: Valeriy KRAMARENKO (Ukraine)
Member: Karlis PLOCINS (Latvia)
Member: Igor BURLAK (Ukraine)

F2B Jury:

Volodymyr KOSTIKOV (Ukraine)
Leonid KHIMICH (Ukraine)
Evgeniy GALLIULIN (Russia)
Vladymyr KASHEVEROV (Ukraine)
Vladimir LITVINENKO (Ukraine)

F2C Jury:

Viktor ONUFRIENKO (Ukraine)
Vasilyi PROKOFIEV (Latvia)
Vladimir FEDAN (Ukraine)

F2D Jury:

Oleksiy MATUSEVICH (Ukraine)
Mykola VASILKOV (Ukraine)
Vladimir SIDORENKO (Russia)